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’m currently Curate in Hugglescote Parish, although having now completed my Curacy training am looking
for a parish of my own.  I’ve been a Christian 32 years and was happily working as an NHS manager
when I heard from God that he wanted me to be a Vicar.... After some initial reservations, I responded to
the call and have never looked back.  I can hardly believe I've ended up in a parish which hosts a rock
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its development.  The instigation and naming of the Jacob’s Bladdered beer festival was nothing to do
with me.... certainly if the Bishop asks about it!
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been the beat (of sorts).  For the last 30 years I eek a living as an ergonomist (Google it).
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Married to Karen, Dad to Phoebe. I am into drama and amateur dramatics. Love music by Queen.
Hobbies include, TPADs, Jacobs Ladder, CLCGB (2nd Lieutenant) and video games.
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’I'm a Hugglescoter for almost 5 years and a fan of The Cure and Cat Stevens.  I'm also an artist,
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and go to St John the Baptist Church.  Spot me walking my two dogs around the village with my hubby!
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’Born in Leicester, 1979. Married to Gary, Mum to Phoebe.  Loves music that is "Dad Rock" especially Alice
Cooper and Toto. Favourite songs are Poison and Africa. Hobbies include, Jacobs Ladder, CLCGB (2nd
Lieutenant) and Pokemon Go.

DEBBIE PAGE
I have  two wonderful children, Anthony and Rebecca - also have 3 working gundogs, Maisie, Bella, and
Frances.  I am a Beat Captain at a local shoot  which is where I use my 3 dogs... well 2, Maisie is in
retirement but loves a wander around. My passions in life are walking, gardening, going on holidays,
listening to good music, especially heavy metal - it fills my soul in every way.

MIKE ALEXANDER
’Born in Scotland.  Married with a 21 year old student son who plays in a progressive death metal band.
I trained with Dave to become a Licensed Reader and Pioneer Minister and believe in building
community.  I like cooking, beer/home brewing, allotment gardening and live gigs.  Favourite bands..
Aerosmith, Gojira, Opeth, Avatar,and Alter Bridge

PAUL BLOW
Been a passionate member of the Jacob's Ladder team from the very beginning.  I fly the flag for prog. 
 But all you really need to know is that at Ladder events I am 'The Judge'.  You would do well to
remember that!

RICHARD 'JACK' VERNON
’I've known Dave since we were in different rock bands back in the 1980s before we joined forces with
Dave Mansfield and Richard (Wacky) Curtis to form 'Out of Egypt', a band who worked with YMAM and
British Youth for Christ playing venues as diverse as Spring Harvest and Glastonbury.  Having gone
our separate ways we've kept in touch and remain good friends. Recently I've been enjoying following
the Facebook posts - wish I lived closer than Scotland- I'd definitely come along!.



WELCOME
Welcome to the very first
edition of LADDERLIFE.
 

We’ve tried hard on
social media to keep
Jacob’s Ladder alive and
kicking since The
Hawley had to lockdown
in March.  But on
hearing that we may well
be unable to meet up for
a further six months
decided we really needed
to step things up a bit.
 

We had the idea of a
Treasure Hunt.  And it
seemed to generate
a healthy interest.  But
then we got beaten at the
eleventh hour by the rule
of six.  Scuppered.

And so ,here comes our
rules-free attempt to
keep the flame alight.  A
publication which has all
of the elements of our
Hawley nights except the
people (can’t do anything
about that right now).  

As you’ll find inside
there’s all the usual stuff.  
Even better, we’ve got a
few extra friends
contributing.  You can
too, in ways big and
small; you'll find out how
inside.
 

And so, here we go on
the next part of our
adventure.  Hope you
enjoy it.

Miss You!
The Jacob's Ladder Team



Jacob’s Ladder is part of the Church of

England and is what is known, in these

days of everything needing a title, as a

‘Fresh Expression of Church’.   Such

churches share the same core beliefs as

the more traditional ones, but operate

rather differently.
 

We are not a half-baked church, a

warm-up church or some kind of project

to get people ready for a ‘proper’ church.  

We are a real church.  The 100% deal. 

 We just do things in a way that feels

perhaps more palatable to some people

than the traditional types.  We’re not

better.  We’re not worse.  We’re just

different.
 

In Dave, we have our own ‘vicar’ ...

actually he’s called a Pioneer Minister

and has a different kind of job

description.  He is accountable to the

Bishop of Leicester and has a number of

people in the local Church of England

set-up who keep an eye on him to make

sure he doesn’t go too wacky and start

acting improperly!

We have a team of volunteers who help

plan, run and look after Jacob’s Ladder.

Some are long-standing Christians who

have ‘been around the block’, others are

taking only the first tentative steps of

their faith journey.  All of them have a say

in how things are run and all also have to

follow the essential requirements of the

Church of England; for example being DBS

checked and cleared.
 

Anyone and everyone is  very welcome to

attend and be part of Jacob’s Ladder.  We

love the fact that Jacob’s Ladder is a happy

collective of fervent believers, some who

would say they’re on a voyage of discovery

and others who are openly avid

unbelievers.  We all get along just fine,

enjoy each others’ company and know we

can just relax and be ourselves.

AN INTRODUCTION TO



!The thing we have most in common is probably our love of music. For the majority, that

music is predominantly rock, prog and metal. But not exclusively. For some it’s not about

the music so much as hanging out together. And this is what we spend most of our time

doing at each of our monthly get-togethers at The Hawley (Hugglescote Social Club) with

a bar, quizzes, videos, debates, eats and the like.
 

 We are not out to try and convert anyone by persuasive preaching or Bible-bashing

at Jacob’s Ladder.  We are open about our faith and we do take the opportunity to present

some information about the Christian perspective on life in our ‘Prog & Ponder’ slot.  But

it’s all very deliberately done so that you can add it to your own thinking.  To make your

own mind up.

Oh, and the name?  We took it from the Rush song of the same title (seven-and-a-half

minutes of unadulterated atmospheric prog-metal).  It also happens to be a story in the

Bible which illustrates the connection between earth and  heaven.  Perfect!



One of the main features of our get-togethers at The Hawley is our two-part
quiz, so we thought we’d replicate that in LADDERLIFE in the familiar format.
You’ll find part two later in this edition, but for now here are the first 10
questions.  The answers can be found at the very end straight after the
‘Church Notices’.

You can play it just for fun, but why not give yourself a team name and post
your score on the 'Your Say' poll at the top of our Facebook page
@wearejacobsladder We will publish a league table each month and there
will be a corker of a prize for the table toppers at our first night back at The
Hawley!

Here we go...

AUNT IE  PAM'S  QUIZ

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________



JACOB 'S JUKEBOX JURY

Jacob's Jukebox Jury is a selection of 3 newly
released tracks from both old and new artists. 
This is a great chance for you to sample some

new music and is an opportunity for you to
decide which band/track you like the best by

casting your vote - you'll find the 'Your Say' poll at          
 the top of our Facebook page @wearejacobsladder

We have picked 3 songs for you to judge this
month. Listen to all 3 tracks and then decide

whether you think these songs are a  
HIT or MISS.



Twenty One Pi lots  – Level   of  Concern 
I t  was  released as  a  standalone s ingle
on April  9 ,  2020 by  American music  duo
Twenty One Pi lots .   I t’ s  lyrics  revolve
around the COVID-19  pandemic  during
which it  was  written and recorded .
The song encourages  hope during
challenging t imes ,  while  also
address ing  the widespread fear and
panic  associated with the pandemic .  
https ://www.youtube .com/watch?
v=loOWKm8GW6Amagazines .  

Mastodon – Fallen Torches  
Released on 31st  July  2020 by  Atlanta
progress ive metal  band Mastodon .
Originally  set  for  release  back  in  2019 ,
but  was  delayed so  the band could
focus  on the release  of  ‘Stairway to
Nick  John’ ,  a  tribute to  their  late
manager .  Taken from their  recent
album ‘Medium Rarit ies’  which was
released September 2020 
https ://www.youtube .com/watch?
v=Mqh_9g_UgI0

Oceans  of  Slumber – A Return to  the
Earth Below 
This  track  was  released on June 6th ,
2020 by  the American Progress ive
Metal  band .  The band formed in  2011  in
Houston Texas .   This  track  i s  taken
from their  newly released
self-tit led  album which i s  the band ' s
5th Album.   
https ://www.youtube .com/watch?
v=eR5x8NNHy4o



I count myself lucky to have been a
teenager in the 1970s. It was
a perfect time to discover and enjoy
some absolute classic albums from
the world of rock and prog-rock. 

Those happy and heady days of
double gatefold vinyl album covers
with cosmic artwork from the likes
of Roger Dean and Rodney
Matthews, deliciously pretentious
concept album names like “Tales
from Topographic Oceans” and “In
the Court of the Crimson King”. 

These days I miss the experience of
getting home clutching my newly
purchased concept double album,
carefully taking out the inner sleeve
with its precious twelve inch disk
protected inside. Reverently
lowering the arm of the record
player and hearing the pop of
the stylus landing on the outer edge
lead-in groove.

Then following along on the lyric
sheet (often with accompanying
concept art), and for 18 minutes or
so losing myself in a different reality. 
At the end of side one there was the
need to pick up the record and turn
it over in order to listen to side two.
The sound of parents banging on the
ceiling downstairs shouting for you
to “turn that noise down”. Happy days
indeed.

Well, that was all getting on for fifty
years ago now. In the words of
Steven Wilson from the Porcupine
Tree song 'The sound of Muzak':
“Hear the sound of music Drifting in
the aisles Elevator Prozac Stretching
on for miles The music of the future
Will not entertain It's only meant to
repress  And neutralize your brain..”

But with the
advent of the
internet and
podcasts it is
possible once
again to relive
something of
those happier
times.



In fact, it was through the podcast I am about to
highlight and which is the subject of this article that I
discovered to my delight that far from being dead,
prog-rock is alive and well.

(Although forgive me for being old fashioned - but
they really don’t make ‘em like they used to. It’s all
too easy now with computer based digital recording.
Where are the reel to reel multi track tapes which
needed to be rewound to the beginning for each
overdub until - if you were like Mike Oldfield - you
wore the tape out completely?!

So let me introduce you to 'Big Tony Rowsick'
(A.K.A. 'Progsquatch') and his weekly podcast
'Progwatch' https://feedpress.me/progwatch

Through listening to Tony’s show I have discovered
many great prog bands both old and new. Scrolling
through the list of previous shows you will see that
he has done many themed shows around particular
bands often including interviews with their
members. Two of my favourite shows are Episodes
648 'Classix volume 1' and 735: 'Classix” volume 2',
both of which I highly recommend for a taste of what
I started this article going on about.

So next time you’re wondering what to listen
to or are looking for something new - look no
further. Download a Progwatch podcast, pop
on your headphones, sit back and lose
yourself in the joy that is progressive rock.
 
And as we say here north of the border:
“Whit's fur ye'll no go by ye!”



T H E          
A L L
O U T
C H R I S T I A N
P A G E

One of the things we had planned for this year
at The Hawley was to host a couple of nights to
discuss some of the fundamentals of the
Christian faith.  Well, like many things, the
pandemic put a stop to that, so we decided to
go online with them.

We knew that those planned evenings
wouldn’t appeal to everyone, but a couple of
dozen of you had expressed interest.  So,
imagine our surprise when we decided to go
online with what we titled ‘The Jesus Deal’ to
find that hundreds of people have been
checking it out!

By the time you read this we will have published 16 episodes of The Jesus Deal. They deal with
different aspects of the faith and are all in a Ladder-style.  We try to keep them under 10 minutes
so you can watch them with a cuppa.  If they are any longer it’s usually because they include a
relevant music video or comedy clip…so the need to switch the kettle on again is justified!  You
can always find all the episodes on Vimeo by gong to https://vimeo.com/manage/videos  They
don’t need to be watched in order.  Just pick and choose whatever you fancy at the time.  Here’s
what you’ll find in the library…

P A G E  F O U R |  J O U R N E Y

BIBLE                                                 CHRISTIAN                                   JESUS                                                 QUESTIONS

CELEBRITIES                                CHURCH                                         COMMUNION                              LORD'S PRAYER   

BATTLE                                            MARKS                                              WOMEN                                           12 DISCIPLES

SUMMER                                        STAIRWAY                                      BELIEVE                                            REAPER       



‘I don’t understand your taste in

music’, my brother said to me recently,  

‘When you left for university you were

into rock and metal but not long after

you went to London we were getting

reports of you attending Jean-Michel

Jarre concerts!’.   He’d forgotten that,

like Dave Hitchcock’s obsession with

Bucks Fizz, I too had a musical guilty

secret, going through an ABBA

phase before I got into metal.  It was

Iron Maiden’s ‘The Number of the

Beast’ that ripped my heart away from

Agnetha and Anni-Frid, when it burst

into the charts in my early teenage

years.

It was the sense of rebellion and the

need to identify with an alternative

subculture which attracted me…. The

energy and noise also had its appeal.

I even did a music project at school

analyzing the songs of AC/DC, Iron

Maiden, Meat Loaf and the like.  The

forensic analysis of ‘Touch to Much’

raised my teacher's eyebrows,

especially when I commented that

one of the lyrics needed no

explanation….. It’s still one of my

favorite rock tracks…. Even if some of

the lyrics and metaphors are risible….

‘She had the face of an angel, smiling

with sin, the body of Venus…. with arms’

!When the subjects and themes that

metal concerned itself with were put

under such critical scrutiny it

prompted a point of departure with

rock to an extent….I began to explore

a broader range of music looking for

something more sophisticated and

intelligent from that point on.

 REV RITES
 Embracing an Eclectic Taste in Music



Rock and metal still had their

moments – like Metallica after their

early career ‘Metal Militia’ (which a kid

in my year spent a sizeable amount of

time of an exam scrawling on his

desk) and before their late career

claptrap phase…..  but there was still

plenty of bobbins stuff out there - the

guitar solo apart ‘Stairway to Heaven’

still grates in this regard. Saxon’s ‘747,

Strangers in the night’ is another

prime example….  What a lot of

nonsense. It didn’t stop me blowing

my grant on metal gigs during my

first year at University, however. 

Motorhead, Maiden, Metallica,

Marillion, Magnum, I saw them all.

I still enjoy a metal bender every now

and then, when you just have to

embrace the shear pomposity of it all!  

After being involved with the infamous

metal wedding at church a couple of

years back I took up the invitation to

the reception where Powerage (a Bon

Scot era AC/DC tribute band) were

playing.  In black clerical shirt and

collar I hit the mosh pit hard.  Half way

through Highway to Hell a guy turned

to me and said ‘Are you really into

this?’, to which I replied, ‘Does it look

like I’m faking it?’.

The evening culminated in the Angus

Young imitating lead guitarist jumping

up on a table only to flip the whole

table topped up and catapult food,

drink and bags halfway across the

Charnwood Arms.  It must have

seemed like a normal Saturday night

to the bar staff.
 

In reality though university opened

me up to a broader spectrum of

music…. I was introduced to Bob Dylan

and suddenly found music could have

depth and meaning.  REM’s ‘Green’

and ‘Out of Time’ expressed my

experience and provided a song track

to my inner turmoil.  ‘World Leader

Pretend’ and ‘Country Feedback’ still

resonate.  My musical taste

broadened and diversified. Jean

Michel Jarre was billed as an

experience not to be missed and it

was indeed discovered to be

captivating, as much as Michael

Nyman’s classical scores for the films

of Peter Greenaway or a lunchtime

classical concert at Wigmore Hall.

In the days before digital radio, Radio

1 was just about the only musical

channel you could listen to…. It carried

me through the intoxicating britpop

era for sure….



The Evening Session especially. John

Peel’s late night show remained a

staple. Then Virgin radio came along,

who I thought played my kind of

music, until I got fed up listening to the

same three ZZ Top tracks whenever

they played music from the bearded

rockers, which was often.  I wanted to

hear a broader range of music and

more obscure tracks from great

bands.  XFM in its first, demi pirate

radio phase, went a considerable way

to presenting a broader spectrum of

music but it was  really only when BBC

6 Music was lunched that popular

music’s whole rich tapestry was

showcased.  It remains our go to

Music radio station.  Huey Morgan,

Carys Matthews and Iggy Pop are

tuned into often. Stuart Maconi’s ‘Freak

Zone’ remains the best show on radio,

for its sheer obtuseness.  Georgie (my

wife)  hates it.  At least she hates it until

the experimental Jazz comes on.

If ‘Johnny Hates Jazz’, Georgie loves it,

having been brought up to appreciate

it. Like Georgie, I’ve come to adore it

too, its such a freeform and inventive

form.

Indeed my tastes in Jazz may even

have superseded hers – like when we

went to see Shobaleader One at the

Gateshead Jazz Festival…..  She

remains suspicious of Jazz when its

played with a humongous amount of

electronic kit and behind LCD

facemasks.  Half the audience walked

out after 2 minutes (no exaggeration)

but I loved it - Check them out.

Supersilent were another case in

point.  When the announcer

introduced them by reassuring us that

what we were about to listen to ‘was

Jazz’, Georgie sat bolt upright… she

endured the gig with her fingers in her

ears.  It was extraordinary but you

couldn’t put it on in the background of

a dinner party….Sometimes it works

out… one year for our wedding

anniversary I sprung an adventurous

gig on her – The Hypnotic Brass

Ensemble… we’d only risked £10 each in

tickets but the guy next to us told us

he’d travelled 200 miles on a Monday

night to see them having missed them

at Ronnie Scots…. We knew then we

were in for a treat and so it proved.  A

hip hop New Orleans trad Jazz mash

up that hit the spot with its amazing

improvised brass instrumental solo’s….



On one occasion we took friends to a Jazz gig in Brighton and as we left one

commented to me – ‘isn’t live music great’, to which I replied ‘yep, all live music

is great’.  Whatever the genre.  On another occasion we went with friends to

see John Fox at the British Film Institute in London.  The support act sat hunched

over his Apple Mac occasionally pressing keys whilst the music pulsed and

images distorted on screen.  I speculated it was all pre programmed and the

guy was just playing Tetrus whilst it played out….  I introduced them to Public

Service Broadcasting, who are so unique they defy pigeon holing, and on

another occasion he introduced me to Anna Calvi.   ‘What do you think?’ he

asked me mid gig, to which I commented that ‘She reminded me of Edith Piaf’

[The French Jazz singer].  He looked bemused and dismissed my observation

emphasising that it was rock and roll not Jazz!  On appearing to play an

encore however Anna Calvi announced that they were going to play an Edith

Piaf number’… my mate stood open mouthed.  In truth you can only make those

associations if you have a broad range of musical appreciation.  You can only

hear the Jazz which Radiohead tap into if you know jazz…  It's why I embrace a

broad range of music forms and styles and will always take a chance on

something new… At just such a gig, the opening line of the RoboCobra set

started – ‘Instead of calling me a critic, she called me critical…’. which couldn’t

be further from the truth in my experience, as I hope my account bears out..



AUNT IE  PAM'S  QUIZ

______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



I have some very sentimental vinyl records.  They’re
all pretty old. They take pride of place in my
sideboard below my record player and however dog-
eared they get I would probably still try to save them
all in a fire. 
 
So, what I am saying is- I love music- always have-
and rarely was it the music that my friends were
listening to.  I have had the records, the tapes, the
Walkman, the iPod, the Alexa- whatever I had it
brought music into my world and for that I have
always been happier.

Back when I properly became a Christian, aged 20, I
was out a lot and I was hanging out with bands (not
famous ones).  I knew that everything was changed
for me but did I have to start listening to Christian
music now?  I very much hoped not.

One night I was listening to a track playing in a club
and I started to apply the lyrics to my newfound
faith.  It wasn’t that hard (for the most part).  And
there and then I started a whole lifetime of making
songs I loved into worship songs that, in turn, has
become one of the ways I have prayed.

IS THAT SONG ABOUT
GOD OR LYNNE?



IN THIS
ISSUE

Some of my favourites examples are: Harry Nilsson
‘I’ll never leave you’ “The river's far too wide without
you, I can't make it alone, I need you by my side”
The Kinks ‘Days’: “Thank you for those endless days,
those sacred days you gave me/I bless the light that
shines on you believe me”  The Cure ‘Trust’: “There is
no one left in the world, That I can hold onto, there is
really no one left at all, there is only you”   Cat Stevens
‘Moonshadow’: “Did it take long to find me? I asked the
faithful light” Don McLean ‘Crossroads’: “Then lay your
hands upon me now, and cast this darkness from my
soul. You alone can light my way.”  Led Zeppelin
‘Thank you’: “My love is strong, with you there is no
wrong/ And so today, my world it smiles, your hand
in mine, we walk the miles, Thanks to you, it will be
done”

According to Google, there are several lists of
songs that are ‘Secretly about God’ including
Bohemian Rhapsody-Queen “Beelzebub has a devil
put aside for me.”  Dream On-Aerosmith “I know it's
everybody sin… Maybe tomorrow, the good Lord will
take you away”  Baba O'Riley-The Who “I don't need to
be forgiven” “The exodus is here” and All Along the
Watchtower-Jimi Hendrix "All Along the Watchtower"
echo lines in the Book of Isaiah 21: 5-9:  "Prepare the
table, watch in the watchtower.” are just a few.  

Maybe loads of the songs we love are actually
about God; maybe I’m not the only person who
enjoys this method of worship and praise? 

For many years I have had a second hand copy of
Simon and Garfunkel’s Bridge Over Troubled Water.
On the song ‘Cecilia’ someone, in Biro, has crossed
out ‘Cecilia’ and written ‘Lynne’.  I guess that’s all
we’re doing - taking a song and making it about faith
and love for God, regardless of who the song
might have been written about in the first place. 
 And anything that makes our hearts sing- well-
that’s just wonderful!



MIKE'S
MUSINGS
So  whe the r  you  ea t  o r  dr ink  o r

wha teve r  you  do ,  do  i t  a l l  f o r  t he

g lo r y  o f  God  (1  Cor in th i ans  10 :31 )

F R O M  O U R  M E L T O N  C O R R E S P O N D A N T

Our brothers and sisters in
Leicester have been in a
second lock down (as I write
this I think we may all be there
soon!) – but fortunately both
here in Waltham on the Wolds
and where Ladder resides in
Hugglescote sit OUTSIDE THE
CITY … which happens to be
the title of an amazing
documentary by Leicester film-
maker and director Nick Hamer,
 
it is a very intimate and moving
film about Mount Saint Bernard
Abbey which is I think not too
far from you over there in
Ladderworld…  near Whitwick. 
 
Nick spent over a year
there documenting the daily
routines and lives of the monks
who, after reflecting on their
declining community, decided
that they would have to make
the change from some of the
traditional monk stuff like dairy
farming and bee keeping and
do something that would be
sustainable for their monastic
community into the future…
and so they built a brewery!

Now I like my beer
(more of that in a future piece)
and had the pleasure of
attending the inaugural Jacob’s
Bladdered beer festival last
year which was a great evening
of music, beer and community
.. I enjoyed it immensely, so
much so I decided that I would
try something similar over here
in 2020.

As a precursor to our own beer
festival and to win the hearts
and minds of the PCC, I was
going to show the Outside the
City film at our Cinema in
Church. I had also organised
for a number of us to make a
trip to Mount St Bernard Abbey.   
Sadly, lockdown meant that it
was all postponed… the
highlight of the Abbey trip was
going to be a tour of their
brewery… the home of Tynt
Meadow .. the only Trappist
beer produced in this country
… and one of only 14 Trappist
breweries in the entire
world. It’s on your doorstep
Ladderfolk.



There are a lot of parallels in the film that
could be applied to church today about
community, faith, keeping up with the times,
being relevant, sustainable and looking to the
future.. things that churches should be
reflecting on especially in these strange and
challenging times. Things that looking out from
here to what you do,  things that Ladder does
very well… Like the monks, as a church we
need to stop the things that don’t work, look
forward not back, building on the good stuff to
carry the faith on into the future.. and pray
about it all.

Oh… the Tynt beer is outstanding.. dark, fruity and strong.. 7.4% … proper Trappist ale.  You can watch a trailer
clip  for Outside the City at http://outsidethecityfilm.com/ 



The Judge asks, “On the seventh day God
put up his feet and listened to Genesis.
Yes, the first book of the Bible and birth
of the best music ever to grace any
human, animal or even mineral life.
Arena, Ayreon, Barclay James Harvest,
Mostly Autumn, Neil Morse, Pendragon,
Pink Floyd, The Pineapple Thief and
scores more.  Prog is the music of God. 
 Debate!”

CONTROVERSY
COURT



DEBS
PRESENTS
THE CASE

FOR

Progressive rock (often shortened to
prog or prog rock) is a form of rock
music that evolved in the late 1960s
and early 1970s as part of a "mostly
British attempt to elevate rock music to
new levels of artistic credibility." The
term "art rock" is often used
interchangeably with "progressive
rock"   Listening to and becoming
familiar with prog-rock is a bit of an art,  
Let’s be honest, our ears and brains
are largely geared up to digest music
in not much more than 3-minute
chunks (and often very simplistic and
easy chunks, at that). Attempting to
apply this mind-set to 30-minute-long
prog epics can be a bit of a challenge
and certainly not for the faint hearted
or for those with ADHD. There is a lot
of music to get your head around
given the sheer volume of material
available, and it takes time for the
themes, melodies, lyrics, changes,
hooks, playing, sounds, etc. to
become familiar.

Having this music on in the background about 3 or 4 times before actually
sitting down and listening to it properly can be a real help – by then, the
overall feel and direction have been subconsciously absorbed, allowing the
listener to get into the music more fully, then further enhanced by repeated
sessions with the same piece of music. This repeated listening process even
has a name in prog circles – the “PRAT” (unfortunate acronym for “Prog
Rock AcidTest” but it works for many!) If you aren’t grooving along to it after
about 10 listens, you probably never will! 

So yes, God on the 7th day, kicked off his crocs, sat back, listened to proggy
goodness, enjoyed what he had accomplished, and listenied to: The great
gig in the Sky by Pink Floyd.



MIKE
PRESENTS
THE CASE
AGAINST

Prog is a four letter word .. there are
lots of other four letter words that I
know that could be used to describe
the bands listed on the charge sheet ..
none of them is good... which is itself a
four letter word... Can you name a
female “prog” band or artist.. no? well
that’s because there aren’t any ... prog
is a name made up by a bunch of
blokes who know nothing about music
to create a mystique and a “club” ..
claiming bands that suit their whims.. 
prog is meant to be used to describe
bands that break the mould musically
and take the rock genre a step further 
.... are ground breaking bands like the
New York Dolls or the Buggles called
prog? no .. are the current awesome
Gojira or Devin Townsend called
prog? well apparently both are “prog”
metal ...hmmm .. prog club yet again
claiming bands .. this time some truly
good ones...they are not fooling me
..“prog” is but a four letter word ...
claimed by a bunch of blokes who
want to create a club .. there is nothing
God given about that... in the words of
the best multi four letter “prog” glam
rock band KISS ...God gave rock and
roll to you ...  now that’s what i call
the music of God!  prog? 
i rest my case

Agree or Disagree?
Let us know by voting and

commenting on the 'Your Say'
poll on our Facebook page

@wearejacobsladder



WITH   DEBS

Jacob’s Bladdered was cancelled due to lockdown, but
hopefully along with everything else, it will go ahead in May
2021.  We will still be having 15 craft beers, 6 ciders from
local breweries, along with live bands and Hugglescote's
dancers.  More updates will follow.

BEEN A STRANGE YEAR WITH NO EVENTS HAPPENING,
BUT HERE IS A QUICK UPDATE.

The Treasure Hunt that was planned in September, also got
cancelled due to social distancing.  We will be keeping the
same format, of exploring Hugglescote - this will be going
ahead along with the picnic when allowed!  I do believe that
Dave has eaten the prize of chocolate coins - short shelf life
I was told - but we do have trophies to win and there will be
other prizes at the time.



A word from the foodbank...

It’s hard to believe that Feed the Need Coalville is just a year old and what a roller-coaster of a year
it’s been! We set off with the vision of being an independent foodbank where people could come
without needing a referral and be given food, toiletries, and cleaning products to keep themselves
and their families healthy and clean. 
 

We have obviously achieved this aim and during this year we have helped literally thousands of
people from Coalville and surrounding villages. Of course, we could not have done this without the
support and generosity of the local community and local businesses which have done us proud.

We are all volunteers, our committee are all local residents and the people who run the foodbanks
are, in the main, people who have known hard times themselves and feel they want to give back to
others who are struggling.  During lockdown we ran a very busy delivery service from two members
homes and we still do deliveries if people are self-isolating or particularly vulnerable.  We had
hoped to be operating from our own premises by now where people in need could come more often
to get help and where we could store food donations safely until they are needed. However, the
community again stepped in to offer us the use of rooms and storage spaces so that we have been
able to operate two separate sessions a week. 

We welcome donations of food and other essentials; volunteers willing to shop or collect donations
from supermarkets and volunteers willing to deliver food bags. We expect another busy
Christmastime!  For more information contact Fliss on 07812 160220 or email us
enquiriesftnc@outlook.com   Also find us on Facebook for all the latest news.

THE JACOB'S LADDER CHARITY FOR 2020
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Spot The Difference



CHURCH  NOTICES

HTTP : / /HIGHWAY .ORG .ZA /WP -CONTENT /UPLOADS /2012 /03 /CHURCH -NOTICES .JPG

 CONTROVERSY  COURT

HTTPS : / / I .PINIMG .COM /ORIGINALS /76 /EE / 15 /76EE1510A0F78FE8BB28991808B86933 .JPG

 FEED  THE  NEED

HTTPS : / /WWW .FACEBOOK .COM /FEEDTHENEEDC /PHOTOS /A . 1 14842179918613 /268758571193639 / ?TYPE=3& IS_LOOKASIDE= 1

 IT ’S  ROCK  DAD

HTTPS : / /HOLIDAYMATINEE .COM /WP -CONTENT /UPLOADS /2010 /09 /SHOCKBLAST_DEBUTART_JEFFWACK_8635_ .JPG

 JACK  OUT  OF  THE  BOX

HTTPS : / / IMAGES .ESELLERPRO .COM /2243 / I / 145 /58 /CLASSIC -JACK - IN -THE -BOX%20 (2 ) .JPG

 JACOB ’S  JUKEBOX  JURY

HTTPS : / / I .PINIMG .COM /600X315 /E7 /9B /C3 /E79BC33DD3DA62B2DF4A8B17B8F3CF1A .JPG

 JACOB ’S  LADDER

HTTPS : / /WWW .MYJEWISHLEARNING .COM /ARTICLE /ON -DREAMS -AND -REALITY /

 JUST  FOR  FUN

HTTPS : / / I .PINIMG .COM /736X /41 /97 /45 /4197459FA3D45C17B3D2140FACCE24A1 .JPG

LED  ZEPPELIN  HTTPS : / /WWW .BING .COM / IMAGES /SEARCH?

VIEW=DETAILV2&CCID=EYKN6EVJ& ID=09CE6762998B2A793DCDFF2982B7DF831BCC520C&THID=OIP .EYKN6EVJNFIGKQZYHTNALAHAHB&MEDIAUR

L=HTTPS%3A%2F%2FA . 1STDIBSCDN .COM%2FARCHIVESE%2FUPLOAD%2FA_560%2F1502160767614%2FLED_ZEPPELIN_4_MASTER .JPG%3FWIDTH

%3D768&EXPH=771&EXPW=768&Q=LED+ZEPPELIN+ IN+COLOUR&SIMID=608038894072432856&CK=70021F0AF079A7E9D777565EFC24DADB&SELEC

TEDINDEX=0&FORM= IRPRST&AJAXHIST=0

MOUNT  ST  BERNARD ’S

HTTPS : / /WWW .MORNINGADVERTISER .CO .UK /ARTICLE /2018 /06 /26 /UK -TRAPPIST -BEER -UNVEILED -BY -MOUNT -ST -BERNARD -ABBEY

 PROG  &  PONDER

HTTPS : / /WWW .PSYCANPROG .COM /WP -CONTENT /UPLOADS /2014 /03 /TALES_FROM_TOPOGRAPHIC_OCEANS .JPG

PROGWATCH

HTTPS : / /DASG7XWMLDIX6 .CLOUDFRONT .NET /HOSTPICS /9968A82D -F707 -4986 -AD10 -382780AEDF53_PROGWATCH_ 1400 .JPG

 QUIZ  ROUND  1

HTTPS : / /WWW .MYSTUDYHELP . IN /COMPETITIONS /ASSETS / IMAGES /LOGO -ROUND%201%20_%20HANDWRITING%20COMPETITION%202018 .PNG

 QUIZ

ROUND  2

HTTPS : / / I .YTIMG .COM /VI /2AGJHXRJ5NW /MAXRESDEFAULT .JPG

 SOUND  ACCESS

HTTPS : / / IMAGES -NA .SSL - IMAGES -AMAZON .COM / IMAGES / I /51VJBNZZFOL . _SS500 .JPG

IMAGE  SOURCES



Keep in touch and

keep up-to-date

ANEWS
NEWS

PRAYERS
MALARKEY

ladderemail@gmail.com


